
ON EXCEPTIONAL VALUES OF MEROMORPHIC

FUNCTIONS WITH THE SET OF SINGU-

LARITIES OF CAPACITY ZERO1)
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1. Let E be a compact set in the 2-plane and let Ω be its complement

with respect to the extended £-plane. Suppose that E is of capacity zero. Then

Ω is a domain and we shall consider a single-valued meromorphic function w =

fiz) on Ω which has an essential singularity at each point of E. We shall say

that a value w is exceptional for fiz) at a point C e E if there exists a neighbor-

hood of C where the function fiz) does not take this value w.

In our previous paper [7], we showed that the set of all exceptional values

of fiz) at a point C of E may be non-countable. In fact, we proved the follow-

ing:

For every Zfσ-set K2} of capacity zero in the w-plane, there exist a compact

set E of capacity zero in the z-plane and a single-valued meromorphic function

fiz) on its complementary domain Ω such that fiz) has an essential singularity

at each point of E and such that the set of exceptional values at each singu-

larity coincides with K.

In the opposite direction, we do not know, except for countable sets, any

characterization of sets E for which all functions have very few exceptional

values. Here we raise the following question: Is there any perfect set E in

the 2-ρlane such that any function, which is single-valued and meromorphic in

the complementary domain Ω of E and has an essential singularity at each

point C of Ey has "at most two" or "at most a countable number of" excep-

tional values at each C<EE?

The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition for sets E for

which every function fiz) has at most a finite number of exceptional values.

We shall show the existence of such a perfect set E by means of a Cantor set.

Received December 15, 1960.
1 } In this paper, capacity is always logarithmic.
2 ) By a Kσ-set we mean the union of an at most countable number of compact sets.
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2. Let {Ωn}n = o,i,2,... be an exhaustion of Ω with the following conditions:

1°) ΩnOΩn-i for every n,

2°) for each nf the boundary dΩn of Ωn consists of a finite number of

closed analytic curves,

3°) each component of the open set "€Ώn] contains points of E,

4°) each component of the open set Ωn-Ωn~i is doubly-connected.

We shall use in the sequel the graph associated with {Ωn) which is defined

as follows4': The open set Ωn — Ωn-ι (w>l) consists of a finite number of

doubly-connected domains Rn,k (& = 1, 2, . . . , N(n)). The boundary of Rn,k

consists of closed curves contained in dΩn-iVdΩn. Denote by an-i,k the part

of the boundary of Rn.k on ΌΩn-ι and βn,k that on dΩn. Let un,k(z) be the

harmonic function in Rn,k which vanishes on an-uk and is equal to a constant

μn,k on βn,k and whose conjugate function vn,k(z) satisfies

where the integral is taken in the positive sense with respect to Rn,k. The

quantity μn,k is called the harmonic modulus of Rn,k- Now we define the

harmonic modulus an of the open set Ωn —Ωn-ι> Let un(z) be the harmonic

function in Ωn - Ωn-ι which is equal to zero on BΩn-i and to σn on BΩn and

whose conjugate function vn(z) has the variation 2π, i.e.,

j dvn — 2π.

This quantity an is called the harmonic modulus of Ωn — Ωn-\. If we choose an

additive constant of vn(z) suitably, the regular function un(z) -\ ivn(z) maps Rn,k

(# = 1, 2, . . . , N(n)) with one suitable slit onto a rectangle 0<un<σn> bk<vn

<au + bk one-to-one conformally, where ak(k = l, 2, . . . , N{n)) and bk (k = l,

2 Mw)) are constants satisfying the relations that

N{n)

dk =z £ 7z , 2LΔ Qk ~ on
βn,k fe = l

and

3 ) We denote the complement of a set A with respect to the extended complex plane
by %'A.

4> See Kuroda [6].
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ON EXCEPTIONAL VALUES OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 173

Consequently, the function u7ιiz) -f ivn(z) maps Ωn ~~ Ώn-ι with Nin) suitable

slits onto a slit-rectangle 0<un<σn, 0<vn<2π one-to-one conformally. We
n-l

define the function uiz) -f- iv(z) by un(z) -f ι#nU) 4- Σ ay on each Ωn ~ ώ«-i (wί>l).

Then this function uiz) -h iυ(z) maps £ - i20 with at most a countable number of

suitable slits onto a strip domain 0<u<R, 0 < # < 2 π with a countable number

of slits one-to-one conformally, where

This strip domain is the graph of J2 associated with the exhaustion {Ωn) in the

sense of Noshiro [8]. The number R is called the length of this graph. By

the theorems of Sario [11] and Noshiro [8], Ω is the complementary domain of

a compact set of capacity zero in the z-plane if and only if there exists a graph

of Ω whose length R is infinite.

3. Let γr be the niveau curve uiz) = r (0<r<R) on Ω. The niveau curve

7V consists of a finite number of simple closed curves γr,k (k = 1, 2, . . . , nir)).
n—l n

If Σ t f / < ? <Σtf/> then each γr,k (& = 1, 2, . . . , nir) = N(n)) is a simple closed

analytic curve in #«,*> which separates αr»-i,* from βn,^. If r = Σo>'» then each

Yrtk (A = l, 2, . . . , nir) -Nin)) coincides with α:n-i,&. We shall call each

component of the open set Ωn — Ωm in>m) an i?-chain. For every yrk iθ<r

<R, 1 ̂ k^nir)) we consider the longest doubly-connected i?-chain R(γr.k)

such that γr,k is contained in Rirrtk) or is the one of the two boundary com-

ponents of R(γr,k), and denote by μirr.k) the harmonic modulus of this i?-chain.

We set

μ(r) = min βirr,k)

n—l

Here we note that if Σ ^ y ^ ^ < Σ ^ i , then Rirrtk)DRn,k because of the con-

dition 4°) of {Ωn).

Generally Rn,k may branch off into a finite number of Rnti.m's. If every

Rn,k in = 1, 2, . . . k = 1, 2, . . . , Nin)) branches off into at most p number of

Rn+i,mfs, we say that the exhaustion {Ωn) branches off at most p-times every-

where. Then we obtain the following

THEOREM 1. Let E be a compact set of capacity zero in the z plane and let
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Ω be its complementary domain. If there exists an exhaustion {Ωn) of Ω which

satisfies the conditions 1°), 2°), 3°) and 4°) stated in § 2, branhces off at most

Po-times everywhere and has the graph with infinite length satisfying the con-

ditions that

lim μ{r) = + oo and lim - ^ } = 0,

then every function, which is single-valued and meromorphic in Ω and has an

essential singularity at each point C of E, has at most po + 1 exceptional values

at each singularity.

If we replace the last condition of the above by the condition

then the functions have at most a finite number of exceptional values at each

singularity.

4. Before proving the theorem, we give two lemmas. Let C\ and Cι be two

disjoint closed discs in the extended w-plane and let {A} be the class of recti-

fiable curves5) which lie outside C\ and C2 except for their end points and join

Ci and C2. For a subclass {A1} of {A}, we can consider the extremal length

λ{Af}> which is defined as follows: Let {p} be the collection of functions p

which are non-negative and lower semi-continuous in the extended w -plane.

The quantity

inff ) p\dw\

is called the extremal length of {/I'}, where we understand that 0/0= oo/oo - o

(Ahlfors and Beurling [1], Ahlfors and Sario [2]).6) We have

0<λ{Λ}< -f co.

If we consider a set c consisting of a finite number of continua in the closure

of the ring domain (Ci, C2) and set

5) This means that curves are rectifiable with respect to the spherical distance.
6> For properties of extremal lengths, see, e.g., Ahlfors and Sario [2], Hersch [5],

Ohtsuka [9].
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} ; Λ'Πc = </>},

then it holds that

Given a positve number r, we shall denote by Cτ the class of sets c with the

property that

V

where {/cv} are the components of c and d{κv) means the spherical diameter

Of Kv

LEMMA 1. There is a positive number τ swch that

sup λ{Λf)c< + oo.

Proof. By means of linear transformations, which correspond to rotations

of sphere around the center and hence do not change spherical distance, we

may assume that C2 is a disc \w\>R. If we denote by Λ U J the diameter of

tcv with respect to the euclidean metric, then we have that

We map the ring domain (Cι, &) conformaily onto the annulus K\C\<μ by

C(tι ), where μ-e2πKAl. With an interior point a of Ci, we can represent the

function ζ(w) by

and hence we see that

< < +

c2, |«oi-w.| = R(R- \a I) < +

Therefore we have that

Σ <4(Cύv)) ^ M Σ tf«Uv) ί£ Mil +/?) Σ dUv).
v v v

The number

_ π

Γ"Λf(ί+'
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is one of the wanted. In fact, if we delete from the annulus 1 < | C | < ^ all

segments SΘ : arg C = OiO^Θ <2π)y K\C\<μ, which intersect UC(ιcv), then we

have a finite number of domains Di'. 02/-i<arg C<θ2i, 1 < | C | <μ (* = 1, 2, . . . ,

N) such that they are disjoint from each other and

N

Σ (02/ ~" 02i-i) ^ TΓ

Let (r) be the class of all curves in the annulus K\ζ\<μ which join two

boundary circles of the annulus and do not touch UCUV) and let {s, } be the

class of segments SΘ : θ2i-i<d<θ2i. Then

and since domains Di are disjoint from each other

f = 1 ^r~^ •*• \Γ~* ( a a \
f l ~~ jΓΊ ϊ" ' ' V "2z "~* v2i - 1 /

Thus our proof is complete.

We shall consider distinct τι(;>3) points wίf w2, . . . , wn in the extended

et»-plane and denote by C = Ty, m(w) (i^j, m and j^m) the linear transformation

which transforms «;,-, wj and ^ m to the point at infinity, the origin and the point

C = 1 respectively. Now we prove the following lemma which is a consequence

of Bohr-Landau's theorem [3]:

If g(z) is regular in \z\ <1 and g(z)*0, 1 there, then

max|*(z) I ^ exp( A 1 °g ( jg ( 0 ) 1 + 2 ) ) for all r< l ,

where A is a positive constant (a precise form of Schottky's theorem).

LEMMA 2. Let R be an annulus a<\z\<b in the z-plane and let c and d

be positive numbers such that

a<c<d<b and log ~~-9 log | >σ(σ>0).

Then there is a positive constant δ with the following properties :

1) the spherical closed discs C/ (z = 1, 2, . . ., n) with the centers at w% and

ivith the spherical radius δ are mutually disjoint and
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C/CtTΓ rHf/)71 (i*j,m and j*m),

where U is the unit disc |C |<1,

2) if\ for all r icSr^d), a single-valued meromorphic function fiz) in

R omitting the values ivu w i, . . . , wn takes on \ z I = r a value contained in

iT)tmY1iU), then fiz) takes no value in C\ in the annulus c<\z\<d.

Here δ depends only on a and does not depend on R and fiz).

Proof. From Bohr-Landau's theorem we can see easily that if gi z) is a

regular function in R such that

g(z)^0, 1 and min \g(z)\<l for all r: cSr-^d,
\z\~r

then there is a positive constant K depending only on a and satisfying

\g(z)\£K for every z: c^\z\£d.

Therefore, if T),mifiz)) has the same properties as g(z), it holds that

\T),mifiz))\^K for every z: c^\z\<d.

Hence the image of the outside V of !C| ̂ K by iTlj>mYι is an open disc which

contains Wi and has the following property: If, for all r ic^r^d), fiz) takes

on \z\ = r a value contained in (Ty,OT)"'1(ί7'), fiz) takes no value in (T)9nϊ)~ι( V)

in the annulus c<\z\<d. Set

Since iT)tmYιiV) and (TTjY\U) are open discs containing wf , each term in

the right side is a non-empty open set containing wι and hence Uiwi) is also a

non-empty open set containing wt\ Therefore

ft= min ^ ^ i E ^ l L ^ - ,
w^duuoOy/il + lw^il-hlWil2)

and hence

5'= min & >0,

If we choose a positive number δ ^ δf so that the spherical closed disc d with

Note that Γ J ^ T | ( f f i ; that is, Γ^. transforms M;/, WJ and «;«» to the origin, the

point w = l and the point at infinity respectively and 7 ^ m transforms Wί, Wj and

w,a to the point at infinity, the origin and the point w — \ respectively.
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the centers at wt and with the spherical radius δ are mutually disjoint, then

discs Ci satisfy all conditions of the lemma.

5. Proof of the theorem. In the case where p0 = 1, E consists of just one

point and hence our assertion is true from Picard's theorem.

Let po be greater than 1. Contrary to our assertion, let us suppose that

there exists a function f(z) which is single-valued and meromorphic in Ω, has

an essential singularity at each point of E and has more than Po + 1 exceptional

values at a singularity ζ(=E. We denote by Z7(C) a neighborhood of C where

f(z) does not take distinct po + 2 values wu w2, - . . , wPo+2. Then we can find

an n and a k such that the domain Rn,k is contained in Z7(C) and separates the

boundary of U(C) from C. Consider the component $', containing C, of the

complement of Ωn-\ with respect to the extended 2-plane. The complement of

the closed set E Γ\ Ω1 with respect to the extended z-plane is a domain and if

we take *€Ω9 as the first domain of an exhaustion {Ω'm} of ^(EΓλΩ') and

tfΩ'VJiΩ'ΓλΩn+p-i) as the (^4-D-th ip>l), the graph associated with this

exhaustion satisfies our conditions too. In the below we shall use the notation

Ω instead of tf{EΓ\Ωf) and the notation {Ωn} instead of {Ω'm}. We consider the

graph associated with this exhaustion and denote by u(z) + iv(z) the function

which maps one-to-one conformally Ω - Ωo with at most a countable number of

suitable slits onto our graph.

First we shall show that there exist a positive number r and an n such

that for all r^ro, the spherical length of the image of the niveau curve yr'>

u(z) -r is not less than r, i.e., for all r^n,

Applying L e m m a 2 to the set of points Wu w2, . . . , wPo+2, we can find a

positive constant δ such t h a t the spherical closed discs d (i = 1, 2, . . . , pQ + 2)

with t h e centers a t wι and with the spherical radius δ satisfy t h e conditions of

t h e lemma.

Let {Aij} (i±?j) be t h e class of rectifiable curves in t h e extended w-plane

which lie outside C/ and Cy except for the i r end points and join d and Cj.

F r o m L e m m a 1 we can find a positive constant τij such t h a t

μ'i,j = 2π sup
ξΞC
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where the definition of Cτitj was given just before Lemma 1.

Set

and

μ = max μ'ij.

Suppose that there is an increasing sequence of positive numbers {rn)

such that

<rn< ' m ' -> -f °°

and for each n,

UrnXτ.

We may assume from the assumption of our theorem that

μ(r)>μ + 2σ

for all rl>ru where a is a positive constant. Further we may assume that f(z)

takes in a component Ω(ru n) of the open set rι<u(z) <n two values w[ and
P0+2

to" such that they lie outside U d and the spherical distance between them
t = l

is greater than 2 τ, because E1 is of capacity zero and hence f(z) takes all values

w infinitely often with possible exception of a set of capacity zero in any neigh-

borhood of each point of E. Let n and p be positive integers with the property

that
n—p—1 n—p n—i n

Σ σj^n<'Σσj and Σ
3=1 J = l j=l

The boundary dΩiri, n) of J2(n, r2) consists of one of {γri, k)k=\,2,...,«(r,), say

rr l fi, and some of {rr2fjfe)fe=if2f...,«(r2), say {r/ 2,fe}*=i,2,...,w ( w ^ w ( r 2 ) ) . We shall

say that τv2,/ and r^,/ are of ẑ -th kin if a component R(γr2>i, ϊrzj) of J?,,-

Ωn-\,-ι is the smallest /?-chain which contains rr2,i\Jγrzj. Since

< Y and

we can cover U/(?v,,&) by a finite number of mutually disjoint spherical closed
ft = 1

discs S,7 (<7=1, 2, . . . , m' m'^m). with the property that
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in

and Uy(rr2,jfe)VJ/(rr,fi) by a finite number of mutually disjoint spherical closed

discs Sq (ζf = l, 2, . . . , m"; m"^»ι ' + l) satisfying that

Us,CUSί and Σ</(S£)<2r

Let zί and z'Q
f be the points of Ω(rlf n) satisfying that f(zo) = w>ί and /(«{')

= w;ί' and let r be an arbitrary curve in J2(n, n) joining z[ and 2". Since the

image fiγ) of γ joins wί and wί; and the spherical distance between w[ and wΌ'

is greater than 2r, we can find a point wo^f(r) such that for all * there are

curves Λi which join w0 and Ci and do not touch U SJ. Here we denote by C;
4=1

the concentric spherical closed disc of d with the spherical diameter δ. Let

2 0 e r be a point satisfying that /Uo) = Wo. Since /(^) does not take values

{̂ i}ι = i,2,...fpβ+2 on ~Ω(ru ̂ 2), all curves in Ci joining the end point of Λi on Cι

and tΰi intersect the image of dΩ{rίf n). In fact, if there is a curve Λ not inter-

secting this image, the element e(w z0) of the inverse function fι correspond-

ing to ZQ can be continued analytically in the wider sense along Λ/UΛ up to a

point arbitrarily near Wi so that the path corresponding to this continuation is

contained in Ω(rίf r2). This is a contradiction. Observing that

k))^-ψ-^-γ^-j- (* = 1, 2, m),

we see that the inside of each d contains the image of at least one rr^k^BΩin, r2)

possibly except for one C, which may contain the image of m,i Let (rruh,

Tr2,h
f) be one of the nearest of kin among all pairs (rrt,k, Tr2,k') whose images

are contained in distinct discs, let d and d> ( i # ί ; ) be the discs containing

their images respectively, let them be of v-th kin and let Rn-v,t be the domain

which determines their kinship. Since our exhaustion branches off at most pa-

times everywhere, we can find at least two discs, say Cj and Cj> (j^f)y which

do not contain the image of any γr2,k of z/-th or nearer than ẑ -th kin to rr2th or

rrt.h'

Let R be the longest doubly-connected i?-chain containing i?«-v,ί. Then

from our assumption the harmonic modulus of R is greater than μ + 2σ. Further

R*R(rfι,ι) and hence RCΩ(rh r2), for if Λ = /?(rr1.i) all γr2,k (fe = l,2, . . . , ιw)
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are of vth or nearer than p-th kin to γr2,h or ir2th' and Cj and Cj> can not con-

tain the image of any γrz,k (k = 1, 2, . . . , m). We may consider it? as an annulus

a<\z\<b (log b/a> μ + 2 a) and denote aea and £<Γσ by c and d respectively.

We observe that for each s (a < s < b) the image of the circle Ks' \z\ = s by

/(*) intersects {T\>jΎ\U) and (Γ^i'ΓHC/). In fact, we know that C,v C

( J l / O ^ ί W m r ^ / Γ H Z / ) . Suppose that/(Jflrs)ΠC/v = ̂  and denote by γW) a

curve in Ω(n, n) joining z0 and a point of rr2,A'. The images of γr2,k of *>-th

or nearer than v-th kin to τv2,/* or rr2. ;*' are covered by some of {SQ}(l^q^mf),

say {Sq}(l^q^mίl mί<mf). Since

and since {TϊjΎ1^!) is spherical disc containing Cr, there are point iv1 e
TOO' .

f(r(h'))Γ\Ci> outside U Ŝ  and a curve A in (T | / O 1(U) which joins wf and Wy
q r = l

mo'

and does not touch U Sβ. Let zf be the point of γ(hf) such that /(2O = wf and let
3 = 1

β(z^; zf) be the element of/"1 corresponding to z\ Continue e(tv', zf) along A.

If /I does not intersect f(Ks), f(z) must take the value wy in Ω(n, n) \ this is

a contradiction. By the same reasoning we see that f(Ks) Γ\{T^j>)~HU) # 0.

It now follows by Lemma 2 that f(z) does not take any value of Q Π Cj in

c<\z\<d. Consequently if we consider the class of all rectifiable curves {Aij}

which lie outside d U Cj except for their end points, join CV and Cj and do not

intersect U Sf

Q9 then by the same reasoning as above, we can see easily that

each Ji,j contains a curve which is the image of a curve P in the annulus

c<\z\<d joining its two boundary circles. Let {Γ} be the class of all rectifiable

curves in c<\z\<d joining its two boundary circles and let {P} be the subclass

of {Γ} such that for each P there is a A j containing its image f{P). Then

we have that

Since

we see from the definitions of r' and μ that
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and hence

But on the other hand we have

2τrJ{Γ} = mod(the annulus c<\z\

Thus we are led to a contradiction and we can conclude that there is an

such that

for all r^>r0.

Let Ωr denote the subdomain of Ω bounded by the niveau curve γr u(z)

= r, let Φr denote the Riemannian image of Ωr and let Air) denote the spherical

area of Φr. Then

where we denote by ψ the invease function of uiz) +iv(z). Set

=^± and £ = Ή
π ^ α

Then the following holds:

If ξ is finite, then f(z) takes every value in the extended zί -plane infinitely

often with possible 2 + [£] exceptions, where [£] denotes the greatest integer

not exceeding ξ (Hallstrom [4], Tsuji [12], [13]).

Hence our theorem is obtained immediately. In fact, we showed in the

above that for all rl>n

By the Schwarz inequality, we have

and hence

fj' - »> 4S. \i+ίmwlψl(u+iv) ? dvda=
We denote by mod R the harmonic modulus of a doubly-connected domain R.
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From our condition, it follows that

0 < Πm «<ί> £ H Hm r^K = H Mm ̂ - = 0.

This contradicts the assumption that fiz) has more than two exceptional values.

By the same arguments, we can see that /(z) has at most a finite number

of exceptional values if

Thus our theorem is established.

Remark- Let D be a domain containing 1? completely. From our proof

we can see that every function, which is single-valued and meromorphic in the

domain D — E and has an essential singularity at each point of E, has at most

Po -f 1 exceptional values at each singularity.

6. Let E be the boundary of a domain D in the z-plane and let C be a point

of E. If C has a neighborhood U(ζ) whose boundary consists of one closed

analytic curve not touching E, Ως- DίΛU(C) is a domain. An exhaustion of Ωζ

whose first domain is c€U(ζ) is called a local exhaustion of D at C and the

graph associated with this is called a local graph at C.

THEOREM 2. Let E be the boundary of a domain D in the z-plane and let

C be a point of E. If there is a local exhaustion at C ivhich satisfies the con-

ditions 1°), 2°), 3°) and 4°) stated in § 2, branches off at most pQ-times every-

where and has the local graph with infinite length satisfying the conditions that

Wvaμir) = + co and \\mn— = 0,
r->oo r-*αo T

or if there exists a sequence of points {ζn} of E converging to C, at each point

of to hick the local exhaustion with the same properties as above is found, then

every function, which is single-valued and meromorphic in D and has an essential

singularity at each point of E, has at most po + 1 exceptional values at C.

// at each Cn, the local exhaustion branches off at most pn times everywhere

and has the local graph with infinite length satisfying the conditions that

\imμ(r) = 4- °° and ίim—— < + oo,
r-»3o ' ?—>oo r
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ίhen the functions have at most a countable number of exceptional values at C.

(We remark that integers pn depend on n and need not be bounded.)

For in the case where there is a local exhaustion at ζ satisfying our con-

ditions, the assertion is true obviously from Theorem 1. If C is the limiting

point of {ζ.n), each neighborhood contains points of {C«} and hence f(z) has at

most po -f 1 exceptional values at C.

If we replace the condition limn(r)/r = 0 by \imn(r)/r< -+• co and if f(z)

has non-countable number of exceptional values, then we can find a neighbor-

hood where f(z) does not take an infinite number of values; this contradicts

the fact that this neighborhood contains points of {ζn} where /(z) has at most

a finite number of exceptional values.

7. In this section we shall show the existence of general Cantor sets in

whose complement the functions have a finite number of exceptional values.

First we state the definition of general Cantor sets.9) Let fe, fe, . - . be

integers greater than 1 and let pu p2, . . . be finite numbers also greater than

1. We set hιΊ = l/(kqpq). Let I be a closed interval with the length d>0. We

delete {kQ—D intervals of equal length from 7 so that there remain kq intervals

of equal length hQd. We call this operation the <?-operation applied to /. We

begin by applying the 1-operation to [0, 1], next apply the 2-operation to each

of the remaining intervals 7iv(l ^ v ̂  kχ)t further apply the 3-operation to each

of the remaining intervals 72v(l ̂  ^ ̂  &ife) and so on. We call the limiting
n

set of the union of 7nv's(l ^ v^ϊlkQ) a general Cantor set and denote by F(kQipQ).

Now we prove the following

THEOREM 3. If

and if

n - l

lim ""-1 =0 ( < + oo, resp.),

Π

See Ohtsuka [10].

Σ7-i- log—-"i=-S~-
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then every function, which is single-valued and meromorpic in the complementary

domain Ω of F(kQ, pq)
m and has an essential singularity at each point of F(ka> pQ)>

has at most po + 1 (a finite number of resp.) exceptional values at each singularity.

Proof. It is sufficient for us to prove that under the conditions of the

theorem, F(kQ, pQ) has the complement satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.

Since ί ^ ° o a s ^ ^ and since it suffices to prove locally, we may assume

that PQ^2 for all q. We define an exhaustion {Ωn} of Ω as follows: First we

take the outside of the disc U - —1^1 as the first domain ΩQ. Let CiΛlSv

Ski) be the circles with the centers at the middle points of Iι^(l^v^ki) and

with the same radius

Then for each v(l^v<kι) C i v touches Cκv+ί>. The domain bounded by all of

Ciϊ is taken the second domain i?,. Ωi — Ώo is a doubly-connected domain with

the harmonic modulus

2
βι, i = ai > log r—: -": > 0,

because it contains the annulus 1 > I z — -o I > o (1 + u—ΐ (1 ~~ ^ I ) Next we
o I \ kι — ±\ pi 11

draw the circles C2v ( l ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ) with the centers at the middle points of 72v

(Iύv^kιk2) and with the equal radius

Then for each v ( ( m - Dfe-f 1 ^ v<mh m = 1, 2, . . . , ki) C 2 v touches G(V+i,.

We take as the third domain i?2 the domain bounded by all of C2 v and see that

t h e o p e n s e t Ώ2 - Ωι consists o f ht d o u b J y - c o n n e c t e d domains R2,ι, 82,2, . . . , Ritkx

which are congruent and hence have the equal harmonic modulus

( V
.* = *i α, > log — ~ A τ i ί L _ _ ^ > tog _ £ t = l > 0

(A = l, 2, .

10) See the remark of Theorem 1.
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because they contain the annulus bounded by the concentric circles with radii

and i ^ ^ + ώ ί 1 - ^ ) ) - Generally-let c«* ( 1 =
v^ Π kq) be the circles with the centers at the middle points of 7MV(1 ̂  v ̂  ΊlkQ)

q=l 4=1

and with the equal radius

Take the domain bounded by these circles as the (w + l)-th domain Ωn- Then,
n - l

since for each v ({m-l)kn-\-l^p<tnknl m = 1, 2, . . . , Π kq) CMV touches

CΛ(v+i), the open set Ωn —Ωn-ι consists of Π ^ congruent doubly-connected
g = l

n - l

domains i?«,̂  ( 1 ^ ^ ^ Π kq) with the equal harmonic modulus
g=l

hn-i + x-^-rfl ~ ̂ — ) 1 + -^MA.-! - 1)
{nkq)on> log fa-i-iv ^ s l o g _ P » z L >oft(ώ(i))

For they contain the annulus bounded by the concentric circles with radii

a n d τ & J ( i + Λ ( i 4 ) ) T h e

domains ^ form obviously an exhaustion of i2 which satisfies 1°), 2°), 3°) and

4°) in §2 and branches off at most po-times everywhere.

Now we consider the graph associated with this exhaustion. The open sets

Ωn — Ωn-\ (n>:l) have harmonic moduli an such that

i
* Λ =;^>- M -f- log

9=1 q=l

and hence we see from our assumption that

Λ= Σ ^ > Σ v-V" log p 0 - ~ 9 ~ = + oo,
11 kq
9 = 1

that is, the length of the graph is infinite. We shall show that
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lim μ(r) = + oo and lim ——- =0 ( < + °°, resp.).

Since

and since pn-* -f °° as τι-> oo, the first relation holds. From our condition and

from the facts that

»-l »-l n «-l n-1 1 + - ^ (£«-! ~ 1)

*(r)= Πftα(Σ*yίr<Σ*y) and Σ * r ; > Σ ~ - log Po~~^ —>

we have

-•-» = 0

Σ p f t o g ^
J-2 f-y .» ώ

11 kq
3 = 1

( < + «>, resp.).

Thus we see that all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. The proof is now

complete.

For instance, the general Cantor set F(kQ9 pQ) such that

kQ = po(q>l) and ^ = 2exppfα (a>2)

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3. In fact, we have that

n-i M-i

ϊίm Λ —u ^ lim --,-ίl = 0.

Σ _ _ _1 l°0~ 1 5 = 2

y-ΐ log 7z —

8. In this last section, we shall show by an example that the conditions

of Theorem 1 for pQ = 2 are not sufficient'in order that the number of exceptional

values is not greater than two, that is, there exist a perfect set E satisfying

the conditions of Theorem 1 for p0 = 2 and a function f(z) which is single valued

and meromorphic in the complement of E, has an essential singularity at each

point of E and has three exceptional values at each singularity.
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EXAMPLE. We delete from the tv-plane the origin and the point iv = 1 and

denote by R the resulting domain. By induction we shall construct convering

surfaces Rn of the w-plane and define an exhaustion {Rk)k=Q,i,2,... of their limit-

ing surface R in the below.

Let A, B, C, . . . denote simple closed analytic curves in R. Consider

three points: the point at infinity, the origin and the point w = l. We shall

denote by {A, B; C, D, E}co({A, B; C, D, E}0, {A, B; C, D, E)u resp.) a set

of five curves such that A and B separate the point at infinity (the origin, the

point iϋ = l, resp.) from the other two points and touch each other, such that

C separates A from the point at infinity (the origin, the point tυ = lf resp.) and

such that D and E surround the origin and the point w = 1 respectively (the

point w = l and the point at infinity respectively, the point at infinity and the

origin respectively, resp.), touch each other and form with B the boundary of

a doubly-connected domain (By DU E)ll). Further we shall denote by {F, Gl

H, DMF, G; H, I}o, {F, G; H, I}u resp.) a set of four curves such that F

separates the point at infinity (the origin, the point iv = 1, resp.) from the others,

G is homotopic to zero with respect to R and they touch each other and that

H and / separate F and G, respectively, from the point at infinity (the origin,

the point w = l, resp.).

First we take a replica Rι of R. We can determine there {αi,u *i,nl #2,i,

0:2,2, 0:2,3} 09 so that the harmonic moduli of doubly connected domains (αi,i> #2,1)

and (αi.2, 0*2,2̂ 0:2,3) are not less than 8. In fact, first we determine curves 0:2,2

and 0:2,3, next determine 0:1,2 so that

mod (0:1,2, 0*2,2^0*2,3) 2 8

and last determine 0*1,1 and 0:2,1 so that

mod (0:1,1, 0*2,1) 2 8.

The domain bounded by OΊ,IU 0*1,2 is taken as Ri and the domain bounded by

0*2,iU0:2,2U0C2,3 is taken as R2. We determine j£0 so that R0CR1 and Ri — R0

is a doubly-connected domain with the harmonic modulus not less than 2. De-

noting by ΰj the harmonic moduli of the open sets Rj — Rj-u we observe that

and n(r) ^ 2 for all r: 0^

1X> We denote by (Ci, C%) a doubly-connected domain, if C\ is one of its boundary
components and Ct is the other.
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Next we take three replicas {/?/}, =i,2,3 oί R. We draw {0:3,1, 0:3,2; 0:4,1, 0:5,1)00 in

R1 and {0:4,2, 0:4,3; 0:5,2, 0:5,3, 0:5,4)00 in Rι as follows: First we determine 0:4,3,

0:5,3 and 0:5,4 in Rι so t h a t

mod(α:*,3, 0:5,3^0:5,4) ^ 9 2°,

and next determine {0:3,1, 0:3,2 \ 0:1,1, 0:5,1)00 i n R1 s 0 ^ n a ^ 0:3,1^0:3,2 is contained

in the end part of R1 bounded by 0:2,1 and does not intersect the same curve

as 0:4,3 drawn in R1, and that

mod (0:2,1, 0:3,1^0:3,2) g 3 23, mod (0:3,1, 0:4,1) ^ β β 2 4 and mod (0:4,1, 0:5,1) ^ 9 2δ.

Last we determine 0:1,2 and 0:5,2 so that the domain bounded by orί>2 and 0:4,3

contains the same curve as 0:3,2 drawn in Rι and

mod (0:4,2, 0:5,2) > 9 2δ.

We connect i?i with R1 crosswise across a slit in the domain bounded by 0:3,2.

If we choose this slit sufficiently small, we have

m o d (0:3,2, 0 : 4 , 2 \

In the similar manner, we draw {0:3,3, 0:3,1; 0:4,-1, 0:5,5)0 and {0:3,0, 0:3, r,; oc\,τ> #5,<J)I

in R\ {0:4,5, 0:4,0-,* 0:5,6, 0:5,7, 0:5,3)0 1^ R2 a n d {αr.i,s, <xi,u> 0:5,10, 0:0,11, 0:5,12)1 in R.i

and connect R2 and R?, with R1 across suitable slits in domains bounded by

0:3,4 and 0:3,6. The resulting surface is denoted by R2. We take as R3 the do-
6 9

main of R2 bounded by U ^ ί , as ^4 one bounded by U o : u and as R-> one
< = 1 t = l

12

bounded by U 0:5,1. Then we see that
? = 1

2 5

σj^2j (l^y^5) and n(r)^9 for all r: Έv^r <*Σσj.

Suppose that Rn and Rk (0 ^ k £ 3n - 1) are obtained so that Rn has 4""1 sheets

and dRzn-i consists of β 6 ^" 1 simple closed analytic curves 0:3»-i,i {ISi^d*^"1),

each of which separates one of the three points from the other two, and that

^j^3n-l) and ?t(r)^9^p"2 for all r:

Then we take S ^ " 1 replicas Ri ( l ^ ^ S ^ " " 1 ) of R and connect each Ri with

Rn crosswise across a suitable slit in the end part of Rn divided by 0:3n-ι,i as
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follows : We consider only the case where oczn-i,i surrounds the point at infinity.

(In the other cases, it is sufficient for us to replace o° by 0 or 1 in the below.)

In a similar way as above we determine {α:3n,2i-i, azn,2i\ 0:371+1,31-2, 0:3 w+a, 41-3)00

in the end part of Rn divided by az?ι~i,i and (asn+i.ti-i, ocin+i.zil αr3»+2,4/-2,

α3«+2f iί-i, asn+2,4i}«> in /?,- so that the harmonic moduli of the doubly-connected

domains (o:3«+i,3/-2> 0:3^+2, ̂ -3), (O:3«+I,3/-I, asn+2,ίi-2) and (0:371+1,31, 0:3*1+2,4*-iU-

O:3Λ+2,4I) are not less than 23n+2, and that

m o d (O:3Λ,2/-I, αr3n+if3/-2) ^ 2 3 W + 1 a n d m o d (αrβH-i.ί, 0Γ3».2ί-i) ̂ 2 8 n .

Then we connect Ri with /?M crosswise across a slit in the domain bounded

by o:3»,2ί, where we choose it so small that

m o d (#3n,2/, α3n+i,3/-i ^ 0:371+1,3 1

In the surface # n + 1 thus obtained we determine Rznt Rzn+i and J?3«+2 as the

domains bounded by U oτ3«,ι, U o:3u+i,ί and U 0:3̂ +2,/ respectively. It is easily
i i i

seen that Rn+1 and Rk (O^k^Sn + 2) satisfy the all conditions added on Rn

and Rk (0^k^3n-l) for n + l. The limiting surface R is a covering surface

of the w-plane, has a null boundery and is of planar character.

We map R one-to-one conformally onto a domain Ω in the 2-plane which

is the complement of a compact set E of capacity zero and denote this map-

ping function by / . By the same arguments used in [7] we see that f(z) =

φo/"1(z) is single-valued and meromorphic in Ω, has an essential singularity

at each point of E and has at each singularity three exceptional values: values

0, 1 and infinity, where we denote by ψ the projection of R into the ̂ -plane.

But E satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. In fact, if we take as an exhaus-

tion of Ω {Ωk =f~1(Rk)}k=Q,i,2,...y it satisfies obviously the conditions 1°), 2°),

3°) and 4°) in §2 and branches off at most 2-times everywhere. Furthermore

since the harmonic moduli of the open sets Ωk—'Ωk-i (k>l) are equal to σk^2k

and since

n(r) £9-4p~2 for all r: Σ W ^ < Σ*/
j=l 3=1

we have that

lim μ(r) 5 lim 2k = + 00 and lim ̂  ^ lim ̂ fΓ- = -
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Remark. It is still open whether there is a perfect set E for which every

function has at most two exceptional values at each singularity.
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